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Foreword

A ny grasp of the United States, present and future, requires knowledge about the manifold aspects of the subject of race and ethnicity. The United States is in the midst of a far-reaching transformation of its population and fundamental social patterns. The ethno-racial complexion of the country is changing rapidly and profoundly as a result of trends such as increasing immigration and declining fertility among native whites.

A half-century ago, in 1970, the United States was a country largely divided between whites and blacks, with whites by themselves nearly 85 percent of Americans and blacks 11 percent, while Hispanics, Asians, American Indians, and all others together amounted to a mere 6 percent. As of 2015, whites who are not Hispanic have declined to just 62 percent of the population, while the proportionate share of blacks has remained almost stable at 13 percent. Some groups that represented just a sliver of Americans in 1970 have virtually exploded in size, mainly because of immigration: Hispanics are 18 percent; Asians and Pacific Islanders 6 percent. And religions that had previously seemed “exotic” have now become a part of the U.S. landscape: Mosques have appeared in many parts of the country, as have Sikh gurdwaras and Buddhist temples, for example.

In short, it has become virtually impossible to imagine the U.S. mainstream as essentially white and Christian, though a century ago the great majority of Americans would have confidently identified their nation in this way. “Diversity” has become the mantra to express these changes, and many Americans believe that we are on our way to becoming a majority–minority society, in which no group, not even whites, can claim to be more than 50 percent. The Census Bureau has in fact projected this outcome by the 2040s (though census data and population projections are distorted by classifying the growing group of Americans from mixed white–minority family backgrounds as “non-white”). Total population figures in a sense underline the changes because of their relationship to age: Older Americans are disproportionately white, and young Americans are disproportionately non-white or Hispanic.

The impact of growing ethno-racial diversity on the nation’s public culture is visible everywhere, from the Obama White House’s recognition of Muslim holidays such as Eid al-Fitr, the end of the Ramadan fast; to the common sounds of Spanish and other immigrant languages on the streets, public transportation, and the airwaves; and to the celebration of Chinese New Year in a number of cities. What will U.S. culture look like in a decade or two, when non-white minorities will probably draw equal to whites among youthful Americans?

In light of the complexity of these changes, Americans need a guide to help them understand how their country is being altered. For this purpose, there is no better single volume than Vincent N. Parrillo’s Strangers to These Shores. Two features set this book apart from all others that aim to fill the same need. First, Parrillo fully develops the theoretical foundation required for an understanding of the chameleon-like qualities of many ethno-racial phenomena, which vary in their expression from group to group and from one historical era to another. These ideas allow the reader to consider, for example, these questions: What is one to make of the ape-like stereotype of the Irish in the nineteenth century (see the cartoon, “Mutual: Both Are Glad There Are Bars Between Them” on p. xxx), which seems unrecognizable today? What does it indicate about the capacity for ethno-racial change and the conditions that bring it about?

Second, Parrillo delves deeply into the historical record of the conquest of Native Americans, the enslavement of African Americans, and the immigration of European, Asian, and Latin Americans. An appreciation of the past is an essential prelude to clear thinking about the present and future. This is especially true because much that many Americans currently think is new in fact has analogues in the past. For example, all too many believe that immigrants in the past rapidly learned English and that the persistence of Spanish among the children of Latin American immigrants today represents a new resistance to assimilation. However, this view of the past is incorrect, and in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a number of groups found ways to preserve their mother tongues. This took place either in parochial schools where instruction was bilingual or even dominated by the mother tongue, as was true for the French Canadians in New England, or in bilingual public schools, which were established in many Midwestern cities and towns for the benefit of German speakers (see pp. xxx–xxx). But over time, English won out, as it appears to be doing across generations among Latinos today.

Broadly speaking, two perspectives structure the ways scholars and ordinary Americans understand ethno-racial history and contemporary patterns, and the reader will find much in this volume to support each of them. One sees the essential U.S. story as about whites’ dominance of other groups, despite the many transformations along the way. To boil many complexities down to a single word, race, then is the key to understanding U.S. society. According to this view, there is a fundamental continuity between whites’
dominance in the early years of European conquest and colonization of the new continent, when they killed many Native Americans and drove away others while importing African slaves to provide labor, and their position at the top of an ethno-racial hierarchy today.

Critical race theory (discussed on p. xxx) argues that this continuity is maintained by the basic institutional arrangements of U.S. society, which continue to favor whites and which they therefore defend against challenge. For instance, African Americans are greatly handicapped by the operation of the criminal justice system, which since 1980 has imposed felony convictions and prison terms on a startling proportion of young black men, leaving them disadvantaged for life even after they have served their sentences. Many Latino immigrant families suffer from an immigration system that tolerates their undocumented status because they provide necessary labor in agriculture and services but refuses to grant them a legal position no matter how long they reside and work here.

A very different perspective emphasizes the ways that over time the United States has tried to ameliorate ethno-racial inequalities. One high point was the Civil Rights movement and the ensuing legislation of the 1960s, which, though they failed to create full equality between blacks and whites, prepared the way for the emergence of a sizable black middle class and the very gradual decline of residential segregation. This perspective is perhaps epitomized in ideas about assimilation, which see their proof in a growing fluidity of ethnic and racial identifications. In a pattern that echoes the post–World War II rise of marriage across ethnic lines among whites, this fluidity is associated with a sharp rise in marriages and other unions that span the major ethno-racial divisions. In any recent year, about 15 percent of weddings unite individuals from different racial groups or a Hispanic with a non-Hispanic partner (compared to 7 percent in 1980, according to Wendy Wang of the Pew Research Center). Most of these marriages involve a non-Hispanic white partner and a minority one and thus cross the majority–minority divide. Needless to say, rising mixed unions are having a pronounced impact on the child population, as a significant fraction of infants now have parents from different ethno-racial groups. From what we can see, identities and social affiliations for these individuals are more fluid compared to those from families that are not mixed. They are gradually changing the rigidity of ethno-racial categories, in other words.

Neither of these two perspectives illuminates the whole truth about ethnicity and race in U.S. society. But both help us to understand their powerful role in the past, present, and future, as the reader of this volume will come to see.

Richard D. Alba
The Graduate Center, City
University of New York
Preface

In this book, you will be reading and learning about one of the most interesting, ever-changing, and personally relevant subjects in your academic career, because the area of race and ethnic relations is an exciting, challenging, and dynamic field of study. It touches all of us, directly and indirectly in many ways, and on personal, regional, national, even global levels. Each generation thinks it lives through a unique situation, as shaped by the times or the “peculiarities” of a group’s characteristics. In truth, each generation is part of a larger process that includes behavioral patterns inherited from past generations, who also thought their situation was unique.

Intergroup relations change continually, through alternating periods of quiet and turmoil, of entry of new groups of immigrants or refugees, and of problems sporadically arising between native-born racial or ethnic groups within the country. Often we can best understand these changes within the context of detectable, recurring patterns that are influenced by economic, political, psychological, and sociological factors. This is partly what C. Wright Mills meant when he spoke of the intricate connection between the patterns of individual lives and the larger historical context of society, a concept we discuss in Chapter 1.

To understand both the interpersonal dynamics and the larger context of changing intergroup relations—particularly the reality of historical repetitions of behavior—we must use social science theory, research, and analysis. Moreover, we can only truly appreciate a diverse society like the United States, as well as the broader applications of social science, by examining many groups, rather than focusing only on a few groups.

I am gratified by the continued widespread adoptions of *Strangers to These Shores* and the favorable response from colleagues and students throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Their helpful comments and suggestions have been incorporated into this updated 12th edition to make an even better book.

What’s New in the Updated 12th Edition

First, and most important, this new edition update continues our policy to provide a thorough updating to supply the most recent data and information throughout the book and the inclusion of the most current and relevant studies not only in sociology but in many other related fields as well. Of more than 1,100 text citations in this edition, more than one-third are either new or updated since the previous edition. In the Notes section in the back of the book, these new references appear in blue for easy identification.

Second, this book—often imitated by competitors—has always been the content leader and the most comprehensive in the field and the leader in including new focus areas, and we continue that proud tradition. For example, in this edition, you will find a special boxed feature, “Students Speak,” appearing 52 times and offering reactive comments from recent readers.

Third, a new foreword written by Richard D. Alba—a distinguished sociologist, highly esteemed expert on assimilation, and member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences—offers timely and insightful commentary on changes in U.S. society.

Fourth, more unified and comprehensive sections on assimilation have been created in Chapters 7 through 11 that deal with contemporary minorities.

Changes in Each Chapter

As always, each chapter in this new edition contains the latest data and research findings. In addition, here is a detailed list of additions and updates:

**Chapter 1: The Study of Minorities**
- New Pearson Original video *Does Calling It Culture Make It Right?*

**Chapter 2: Culture and Social Structure**
- Commentary on Syrian refugees and their class status affecting acceptance

**Chapter 3: Prejudice and Discrimination**
- New Pearson Original video *Is Discrimination Ever Legal?*
- Recent affirmative action rulings
- New section on the influence of social media

**Chapter 4: Intergroup Relations**
- Updated The International Scene box: Violence, Segregation, and Defiance in France
- Updated map of hate groups in the United States (Figure 4.2)
- New Students Speak: Hate groups using the Internet
- Updated figures for bias/hate crimes (Table 4.1)
- Updated Reality Check: College Campuses and Hate Crimes
Chapter 5: North and West Europeans
• Updated data throughout
• Updated table on U.S. Population of European Ancestry (Table 5.2)

Chapter 6: South, Central, and East Europeans
• Updated data throughout
• Updated The International Scene: Anti-Immigrant Backlash in Italy box

Chapter 7: American Indians
• New Pearson Original Video on Native Americans
• Updated figures: Census population data, social indicators of progress, employment
• Updates on legal cases, demographic data

Chapter 8: East Asians
• Updated and more detailed graphics on population, education, occupation, income, poverty, unemployment, and home ownership

Chapter 9: Middle Eastern and Asian Indian Americans
• Updated graphics and data throughout the chapter
• Updates on Syrian refugees and travel bans
• New Pearson Original video Seeking Refuge from the Syrian War: The Abdi Family

Chapter 10: Black and African Americans
• New Pearson Original video Fighting for Racial Equality: A Conversation Between Generations
• Updated Black Lives Matter and recent police incidents and unrest
• Updated graphics and data throughout the chapter

Chapter 11: Hispanic Americans
• Updated graphics and data throughout the chapter
• Updated graphic on Hispanic groups by generational status

Chapter 12: Religious Minorities
• Updated graphics and data throughout the chapter
• New Pearson Original videos on Islam and Judaism
• Updated discussion on religious tolerance and Muslim assimilation

Chapter 13: Women as a Minority Group
• Updated graphics and data throughout the chapter
• Updated discussion on sexual harassment in the news
• New Pearson Original video How Does Society Shape People’s Gender?

Chapter 14: LGBTs, People with Disabilities, and Older Adults
• Updated tables and graphics throughout the chapter
• Updated studies and polls on public opinion about homosexuality
• New Pearson Original video Transgender Bathroom Debate

Chapter 15: The Ever-Changing U.S. Mosaic
• Updated tables and graphics throughout the chapter
• Updated discussion on immigrant costs and contributions
• Updated discussion on public opinion on unauthorized immigrants and federal actions
• Updated graphic on English-speaking ability by regional origin

The Organization of This Book
The first four chapters present a conceptual and theoretical overview of the subject area, giving students a basis for examining the experiences of the different minority groups discussed in subsequent chapters. Major sociological perspectives (functionalist, conflict, and interactionist), as well as some middle-range theories, are applied throughout the book, though overall its treatment of topics remains eclectic. Instructors can either follow this approach or emphasize their own theoretical viewpoint because the book’s structure allows for varying applications.

Following a presentation of some introductory concepts in the first chapter—particularly that of the stranger as a social phenomenon and the concept of the Dillingham Flaw—the first group of chapters examines differences in culture, reality perceptions, social class, and power as reasons for intergroup conflict. They also look at the dominant group’s varying expectations about how minorities should “fit” into its society. Chapters 1 and 2 include coverage of some middle-range conflict and interactionist theories. Chapter 3 explores the dimensions and interrelationships of prejudice and discrimination, and Chapter 4 covers the dominant–minority response patterns so common across different groups and time periods.

Chapters 5 through 14 offer the reader insights into the experiences of a wide array of minority groups. In-depth studies of the cultural orientations and degree of assimilation of each group are not possible, because the intent is to provide a broad comparative scope rather than extensive coverage of only a few groups. Not every racial and ethnic group is discussed, though more than 50 groups are included to illustrate the diversity of U.S. society. For a more comprehensive examination of any subject or group discussed in this book, the reader should consult the sources listed in the chapter notes and the Internet activities.
Chapter 15 returns to holistic sociological concepts in discussing ethnic consciousness: ethnicity as a social process; current racial and ethnic issues, fears, and reactions; and the various indicators of U.S. diversity now and two generations from now.

Special Features in This Book
As in the past, this edition incorporates several features to enhance understanding of the topics.

- As the first text in its field to begin chapters with a sociohistorical perspective for the study of specific groups, and to close each chapter with a sociological analysis of the groups’ experiences using the functionalist, conflict, and interactionist perspectives, we again do so in this edition.
- Sociological concepts of the stranger, the Dillingham Flaw, and the interrelationship of personal and societal issues (Mills) offer students insights into the study of race and ethnic relations.
- In examining intergroup relations among more than 50 minority groups, this book remains the most comprehensive one in its sociological coverage of U.S. diversity.
- Tables, graphics, and text on social indicators provide clear insights into the socioeconomic status of contemporary minority groups.
- The Ethnic Experience boxed features give firsthand accounts by immigrants of their experiences.
- The International Scene boxes offer cross-cultural parallels and include critical-thinking questions.
- The Reality Check boxes provide applications to everyday life or geopolitical profiles. In Chapters 7, 10, and 11, “What’s in a Name?” explains changes over the years in accepted terms to identify American Indians and black and Hispanic Americans.
- The Students Speak boxes provide comments from recent readers of this book about some aspect in that chapter provoking their reaction.
- An extensive, up-to-date array of photo, map, and line-art illustrations give an appealing visual complement to the text material.
- Discussion questions and Internet activities appear at the end of each chapter, along with a list of key terms.
- At the end of the book, students will find all chapter research notes, a glossary, and an appendix giving immigration statistics for the period 1820–2017.

Helpful Features for Students
- Learning objectives at the beginning of the chapter enable students to focus on themes and key topics.
- Use of endnotes instead of parenthetical citations enhances readability as words and thoughts flow smoothly from one sentence or paragraph to the next.
- The closing Retrospect section in each chapter provides an opportunity for students to review and retain the main points covered.
- Key terms appear in bold type and are page-numbered in the summary list at the end of the chapter and are explained in the end-of-book glossary.
- Discussion questions stimulate reflection and critical thinking.
- Internet activities offer opportunities for exploring other dimensions of the subject matter.
- The Students Speak boxes reveal how other student readers reacted to parts of the book.
- The Reality Check boxes—many of them about student behavior—offer a recognizable example that relates to material in the chapter.
- The International Scene boxes help students develop a wider perspective.
- The Ethnic Experience and Gender Experience boxes help to humanize the text content.
- Numerous photos, historical political cartoons, graphs, and maps enrich the text material by bringing appealing visual components to the pages.

Revel™
Educational technology designed for the way today’s students read, think, and learn.

When students are engaged deeply, they learn more effectively and perform better in their courses. This simple fact inspired the creation of Revel: an interactive learning experience designed for the way today’s students read, think, and learn. Built in collaboration with educators and students nationwide, Revel is a fully digital and highly engaging way to deliver respected Pearson content.

Revel enlivens course content with media interactives and assessments, which are integrated directly within the authors’ narrative and that provide opportunities for students to read, practice, and study in a continuous experience. This interactive educational technology boosts student engagement, which leads to better understanding of concepts and improved performance throughout the course.
Supplementary Materials for Instructors

- **Instructor’s Manual/Test Bank.** This combined manual/test bank contains chapter summaries, learning objectives, suggestions for class activities and media materials, and a variety of test questions (multiple choice, true/false, fill-in, short answer, and essay). The Instructor’s Manual/Test Bank is available to adopters from www.pearsonhighered.com/irc.

- **MyTest.** This software allows instructors to create their own personalized exams, to edit any or all of the existing test questions, and to add new questions. Other special features of this program include random generation of test questions, creation of alternate versions of the same test, scrambling question sequence, and test preview before printing. For easy access, this software is available from www.pearsonhighered.com/irc.

- **PowerPoint® Presentations.** The PowerPoint presentations are informed by instructional and design theory. Lecture PowerPoint slides follow the chapter outline and feature images from the textbook integrated with the text. Additionally, all of the PowerPoints are uniquely designed to present concepts in a clear and succinct way. They are available to adopters from www.pearsonhighered.com/irc.
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